Electrician
If you are interested in joining an exciting company within one of Europe’s largest
industries then SF Engineering may be right for you. As one of Ireland’s leading
manufacturers of products and solutions for the global food industry, a career at SF
may be beyond what you would expect. At SF we realise that our employees are
one of the keys to our success. We look for individuals who share our passion to
succeed.
As a leader in our field, we are growing rapidly and have a number of exciting
positions available, including an Electrician
Reporting to the Operations Manager, the Electrician will be required to assist with
the day to day activities of electrical maintenance at the SF factory in Grange,
installation of motors and related controls for SF customer projects and installation
and commissioning of new equipment at customer sites. Some occasional travel
maybe required as necessitated by the needs of the Business.
Specifically, you will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical maintenance within the SF factory including fault finding and
repairs of equipment
Wiring of various motors, e-stops, control circuits and associated
equipment relating to SF customer projects
Ensuring that customer electrical specifications are within regulation
Liaising in-house with the Electrical Engineer to highlight any issues
which may arise
Troubleshooting of Electrical, Mechanical and Software Issues
Management of the electrical store including orders of required stock
Responsible for the training and ongoing assessment of SF Electrical
Apprentices as per Solas guidelines.

We are looking for someone with the following background:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualified Electrician with Craft Cert in the Electrical Trade.
Hands on experience within a factory environment
Ability to read electrical drawings
Proficient in the use of Word, Excel, and Outlook
Proficient in the use of electrical drawing packages an advantage but not
essential
Clear and concise verbal and written communication skills
Passionate and self-confident but open and willing to learn
A team player
Ambitious, loyal and driven to progress their long-term career
Experience in the food industry is a distinct advantage
Willing to travel to customer sites

Salary package:
•

Depending on the candidate skills/experience

